Event
Sponsorship
Proposal

The BIG event is here. Get Involved!
Whether it's Online or Virtual
The Odd Market Delivers
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WELCOME
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to present a very real and unique
opportunity to bring fun and laughter to a world in need of change, while creating
opportunities for small businesses and innovative Makers and Artists.
We are excited to present our plans for Odd Nights at The Autry 2021 and with the
help of your valued contribution we are aiming to raise �150,000 to bring about
greater awareness of this event and cause.
Meeting this goal is vitally important to bring about these beneficial results of
increasing awareness of our mission of helping small and independent
businesses as well as creating a platform for innovative Artists and Makers to live
their dream and therefore we are asking for much-needed help.

BUZZ POINTS
1) Detail the event you are presenting to your potential sponsors.
2) Briefly include a bit of background, history and motivation for being.
3) Explain the mission and/or cause - the 'why' of the event.
4) Sell the USP of this event.
5) Tell your client why this event is better than others.
6) Give an overview of the audience demographics and past successes.
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ATTENDEES

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
For 30 years we have been creating Family-centric events that attract
people of all ages. From toddlers to millennials to seniors. We offer
something for everyone.
Odd Nights at The Autry is entering its 7th season.
Catering to a progressive and community supportive demographic
We have grown organically over the years mostly by word-of-mouth. With our
new Sponsor Opportunities, we plan on greatly increasing our event presence with
social media, tv and radio spots, billboards, and community outreach

SPONSORSHIP BRINGS NEW AUDIENCES
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WHY SPONSOR THIS EVENT?

the benefits
People LOVE Odd Nights at The Autry. It's a perfect evening. Our sponsors are all renewing sponsors
year after year. The event is laid back but has lots to offer. 3 bands. Massive Inflatables. Exclusive
entrance to select galleries at The Autry. Over 20 gourmet food trucks. Up to 85 local Artists and
Makers. A Full Bar. Tons of Free Parking!
Unlike other events, Odd Nights is very diverse and offers something for everyone. Our attendees are
attentive. They check out everything. Kids can run free while parents can have a cocktail and shop.
There's a ton of amazing food and our emerging band lineup and second to none. They arrive early and
stay late. the lines start forming an hour before we open and we shuffle them out after we close. This is
a huge advantage to introduce your product or service.

HIGHLIGHT RETURN ON INVESTMENT
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SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
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SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
GET INVOLVED
Of course, we are the event company behind hundreds of
productions but we are much more.
We have a vibrant online presence with a massive online
shopping
experience and our groundbreaking GO Live On-Demand
Video Chat platform
exclusive to Odd Market.
When you sponsor our events, you have the option to reach
much deeper.
Although Odd Nights has 3500 + attendees each month, you
can expand your
reach with opportunities online as well.
GO Live is to Meet The Makers online weekly series. We have
more options than
you can shake a stick at.
Experiences include on-site activations, site branding,
guest appearances,
celebrity tie-ins, and more.
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AMAZING SPONSORSHIP
RETURNSOPTIONS
What sponsorship can include:
1) PR deals
2) Mention in special guest talk
3) Logo on event program
4) Flyers at event
5) Banners in prominent places
6) Media coverage – online/ offline
7) Social Media exclusives
8) GO Live and Meet The Makers inclusion
9) Promotional Giveaways & Contests
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EVENT TESTIMONIALS

happy clients

Example of previous sponsorship successes.
Past and Current Sponsors:
Naked Juice: 6 years of renewed activation on-site with their
promotional truck.
Disney: Multiple movie activations suck as Cars and Christopher
Robin
Pepsi: Multiple brand activations each year
Spindrift: Multiple activations each year
AT&T, T-Mobile, KIND, & More

WE CREATE OPPORTUNITY
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YOUR INVESTMENT

Welcome
Sponsorship levels/packages are created based on a conversation not on a cookie-cutter
package. We want to know more about your goals, expectations, what has worked in the past,
and what has not. We have a multitude of opportunities but we don't believe in putting a deck
together as a one size fits all program. We would like the chance to offer a customized package
based on what you are looking for and if we have something of value then we can move forward.

Events Live
Events Virtual
GO Live Platform
Meet The Makers
Odd Studio Performances
available assets
social media mentions | email logo inclusion | on-site activations | guest
appearance | print and banner placement |naming rights to event | permanent
memorial plaque | VIP experiences | custom 10 -30-second ads | more

LEVELS TO SUIT ANY BUDGET
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OUR GUARANTEE

Our formats
Popular guarantee formats include:
1)Brand exposure/visibility to high numbers of valuable/niche potential clients.
2)Expanding customer database through data collection at events
and mailing lists.

3)Driving traffic to the clients' websites via links /logos on high traffic host
organization website

CAN’T SAY ANY FAIRER THAN THAT
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GET STARTED TODAY!
You are justs steps away from our incredible sponsorship programme.

Next Steps
1) Conversation
2) Create
3) Activate

READY TO GET STARTED?
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